CSCC - OULTON PARK - 2 June 2018 By John Aston
If you want to know who won what, who was on pole and who set fastest lap I can’t help, but I’m sure you’ll find what you
need on the CSCC website. I want to tell you about how the racing looked and felt from my various trackside vantage
points, what piqued my interest and what made me smile. But when I saw that CSCC races are 40 minute jobs I did wonder how long I’d find reasons to be cheerful. That’s because most of the club races I see are half as long but thanks to
thin grids and a lack of variety in the cars I am often stifling a yawn before half distance. But the Cheshire Challenge
wasn’t like that at all, and here’s why.
They say that if you painted every 2018 F1 car in the same colour, nobody could tell one team’s car from another. So prescriptive are the rules that every team makes virtually the same car.
But it isn’t like that at CSCC meetings. At all, because after
watching an hour of qualifying on a drizzly Saturday morning I’d
heard more different engine types than had featured in the last
quarter century of everyone’s favourite soap opera, the BTCC.
There were fours, sixes (flat, vee and straight) and a handful of
V8s. And of course the soundtrack was a treat, and included
delights like the big block backbeat of a V8 Chevy, the dirty
growl of a 911 RSR and the tenor shriek of an Integra DC5. This
was promising.
I’d arrived at Oulton Park on Friday afternoon as I wanted to pick up the mood music of a typical CSCC race meeting. If
I’ve learned one thing from attending motor sport events on most weekends between March and October it’s that every
club and every discipline has its own unique atmosphere. I enjoy them all, but there’s little common ground between upmarket stuff like Goodwood and Shelsley Walsh and the more blue collar events like drag racing at Santa Pod and rallycross at Croft. My enjoyable task was to find out where CSCC fitted in on that scale.
Time to talk, and as I can’t walk by a 105 series Alfa Romeo GTV
without drooling, I chat to Williams Racing’s Paul Booth but
(possibly not for the first time with Italian prima donnas) it’s bad
news -‘...we had a good run this morning but now we’ve got a
problem with the chassis. It’s my first CSCC meeting and it’s
fantastic to get the opportunity to see such beautiful classic cars
being driven at full chat.‘ You’re right on the money Paul, I think,
as I explore the paddock and realise that I can time travel from a
world of Sixties’ Elans and Marcoses to Nineties’ E36 M3s and
106 GTi’s via an Eighties re-enactment starring whale-tailed
911s and square-cut Golf GTis. All that’s needed to complete
the illusion is Emma Peel smiling from the Elan’s driving seat
and a big-haired Paula Hamilton looking smug in the Golf (If
you’re too young to remember then Google’s your friend). Back
in the real world and here’s Terry Upton from Northants – ‘I’ve
been racing eight years, started late in life, did karts and now
I’m racing this Fiesta. It’s not expensive, it’s very reliable and it’s
as quick as hell through the corners – the car’s quicker than
me! In the wet? Love it. I really like the CSCC, they’re a good
bunch and we all help each other. ‘ After finding out that Terry’s
secret passion is his narrowboat ‘which goes at 3mph ...’ I talk
next to a laid back Gary Goodyear from Penistone, who’s enjoying the 27C sun in a deckchair next to his very green Z3M BMW.
‘No , you don’t see many racing ...it’s difficult getting parts. The
front end is E36 M3 really but the rear’s E30 so that means the
back end’s ...err... rubbish. But I like a challenge. My last car
was a Radical, and they blow up for fun. No, I don’t want it to
rain, thanks. Oulton Park’s scary enough in the dry.‘ Gary is another CSCC fan – ‘... very well organised, keep me well informed
and they tend to be a bit stricter on driving standards, which is good.’ So, any secret narrow boat habit to confess Gary?‘
No...but I spent most of my life playing with shipwrecks and I have actually sat on the deck of Titanic in a submarine
seven times, so people tend to find that a bit unusual.‘ I did, and Gary has just won my master of understatement award.

Women racing drivers aren’t as uncommon as they were when most of these cars first raced but I can’t walk by ‘Arthur’, a
blue Triumph Dolomite, without finding out some more from his custodian Shirley - ‘ I first raced him in 2012 , and after a
big break to sort him out, we had a great race at Silverstone – we finished! It is a Sprint, but isn’t badged as one. No overdrive, it’s long gone, we had it originally and it was a nuisance. CSCC? Everybody’s really friendly, respectful, they own their
own cars and don’t drive into each other and it’s got a really good group spirit.‘ Shirley assures me that –‘ ..he’s pretty agile,
not lacking in power but he’s a bit lively at the back and I’m slowly getting back to grips with him. I just love it.’ The Dolomite
sadly had issues in testing the day before so didn’t get to race but did make the front cover of the programme.
Eight o’clock on Saturday morning and despite the steady drizzle, Oulton is buzzing. I bump into David Smitheram, who
asked me to write this report and may be to blame for lots else too, and I ask him about the task of organising a race day –
‘ ...we started planning today’s meeting over a year ago. We’re very close to our Spa meeting so we’ve had to persuade people they really can do both events.‘ Best race to watch, David? ‘ .....I think the Tin Tops today, Oulton just suits them. And
yes, I do wish I was driving today.’ And I guessed right, David’s weapon of choice would have been his Corvette.
Watching qualifying at Old Hall in the wet can be an education in
the abilities of car and driver and the first lesson is a refresher
course in just how squirmy BMW M3s can be when the going gets
greasy. Love the Red Bull style matt look paint on one of the
BMWs, by the way, but now Ian Everett’s Saab 900SE is distracting me. I last saw one of these race just after I’d first got a steam
powered Nokia, so I’d forgotten how quick they are, and I’d also
quite forgotten their trademark soundtrack of pops and wheezes,
overlaid today by the sound of tortured rubber, as Ian is not sparing the horses, and there’s a whole herd of them. He tells me
later, with a wide grin - ‘Yeah, it’s Lionel Abbott’s old car. He was
living in the south of France, had nobody to play with and he was
using the Saab as a sort of objet d’art. So I flew down and bought
it off him. ‘ Ian shows me how torque steer is contained but as I’m
better with a pen than a spanner you’ll have to ask Ian for the
precise details, ok?
Ever been in the commentary box at Oulton? Me neither, until I blagged the opportunity to chat to commentator Mark Werrell. Thought you’d get a good view of the circuit from up here did you? Believe me you really don’t, and my admiration for
the men behind the mic increases. Mark’s from Lincoln and fell in love with cars as a kid –‘and when I was 11 or 12 we
went to Cadwell and I was hooked. Dad was working at a garage at the time and we took the breakdown truck to tow cars
back in; then I ended up marshalling, then karting and I started commentating 19 years ago. I used to be in the corporate
world but I’m very lucky as motor sport is now my job. I do this and voice over work for TV highlights and between now and
November I’ve only got one weekend when I’m not commentating. ‘Mark’s biggest challenge at CSCC meetings is that‘their grids are enormous ,and often have new entries so I have to dash round the paddock to get details of new cars. The
drivers are really good at filling in driver sheets, it’s just getting through them all. Without question the CSCC is the friendliest club I work with. ‘ Commentator’s worst nightmare Mark? ‘ ...Oh, it’s got to be foreign names. I do spend a lot of time
making sure I get the pronunciation as accurate as I can. The other thing is that some series have all their cars painted the
same colour ... ‘Mark’s about to go live on air so time for one more question, the thorny topic of interviewing drivers –
‘...yes, talking to some is like getting like blood from a stone but some you dread putting the microphone near them because of what comes out; (with a smile) but none of those exist in this Club.’ A diplomat as well as a charmer then, and I
have to ask Mark about his secret back story – is it water related like Gary and Terry? For possibly the first time Mark’s
nearly lost for words- ‘ Um .... ah... ok , some know this already but ten years ago I cycled solo from Lands End to John o’
Groats, and some club members very kindly donated.‘

Lots of noise drifting up from Cascades and I arrive in
time to watch what seems to be an endless snake of Caterhams, MK Indys and a solitary Westfield and Procomp
LA Gold (a marque which hadn’t pinged my radar until
today I confess). It’s wet and greasy and almost every
driver seems to be taking a different line. How did he just
do that? The driver of an orange Seven has just
unleashed his inner Max Verstappen by braking later than
anyone else , then pushed the envelope by taking the
widest of wide lines but exiting the corner quicker than
anybody so far. Result, and I wonder what he’s like in the
dry? I drove Sevens for years and watching them now in
their natural habitat, doing what they do best, gives me a
pang of withdrawal, or it does until I remember the feeling
of sitting on a soaking seat as raindrops kept falling on
my head...
Too much time spent at race circuits can mean that it
takes a lot to impress me but the sheer diversity and
number of cars in the successive qualifying sessions was
as welcome as it was unexpected. Hordes of Adams &
Page Swinging Sixties contenders, hunkered down pocket
rocket Tin Tops, a chirupping Escort Cosworth and some
achingly gorgeous 911s. The modern iterations of the
911 may have Kardashian sized backsides but try to tell
me that a ’73 RSR isn’t the loveliest of lovely things and I
may have to ask you to step outside.
Triumph Vitesses don’t have a long back story when it
comes to competition glory. So my first reaction on noticing one was to assume that driver John Davies liked being lapped or knew something I didn’t. A confession – my
Dad’s Vitesse ended its life being wrapped around a lamp
post as I over corrected my previous over correction of
the oversteering lurch produced by 155 section tyres hitting black ice. But John’s Vitesse didn’t only look quick, it
was quick and it also sounded like a cut price E-Type.
Time to find out some more. It turns out that John is a
retired doctor but is enjoying a second career as a motor
sport engineering student. And here’s why he’s quick –
‘I’ve been racing Vitesses for twenty years, this is my
third and I actually raced against this car in the Nineties. I
had one as a road car when I was young, loved it and I
thought it’d be nice to have one again.‘ John tried the
show scene with his restored car but his diagnosis was
that – ‘I didn’t want to polish the inside of my exhaust
pipe with a tooth brush ‘- so he went to some race meetings and was infected by a different sort of bug. So here
he is and he tells me how the green Triumph has Lucas Pi
injection instead of the twin Strombergs it was born with
– ‘I’ve got rid of the worst traits, like the rear axle whose
wheels fall off and the infamous jacking up problem, but
it’s still shaped like a brick.‘ Doctor John’s quite a guy, as
lazy slobs like me just scribble about the sport when they
retire but John hopes to find a new career in motor sport
after he qualifies. If he applies the same determination
as he shows in his take no prisoners driving my advice is
to sign him up now while he’s cheap...

Newcomer Tim Stracey talks to me after his first laps in his
MR2 –‘It’s taken me a long time to learn the track ....all the
ups and downs ..It’s the hardest track to learn I’ve come
across.’ The crowd helps too, as Oulton has a big cast of
regulars, unlike Croft, my local, where the drivers know the
spectators’ names, not vice versa. And some of the Oulton
crew turn up in lovely cars such as the red Dino 246 parked
up at Old Hall. I’d have given a kidney, maybe even one of
my own, for that little jewel, but a kidney would have been
much too high a price to pay for the chop- topped and rollbarred E93 Anglia parked a discreet distance away from
the Ferrari.
I miss the start of the RSV Graphics New Millennium/
Motorsports School Turbo Tin Tops race, which, in a possible first in British motor sport, actually started early but I do
catch the aftermath of the first lap shunt. Four cars are
carried away hurt, a pair of BMW M3, a Fiesta and a Golf,
one of the BMW’s is missing a door. I’m briefed on what
happened by the guy in Caterham race overalls and as I
walk down towards Cascades it strikes me that there must
be a dozen more drivers watching the race. If this is normal
conduct at CSCC events it says a lot about the quality of the
racing, as many drivers in other Clubs series seem to affect
indifference to any race which they aren’t contesting themselves. The field isn’t huge but there’s enough action on
track to keep me engaged, especially after I decide to focus
on the prowess of Mark Smith who is scything through the
field to make up for his 30 second winner’s penalty – there
are some sharp intakes of breath at some of his (and codriver Arran Moulton-Smith) more ambitious lunges into
Knickerbrook but it’s all clean stuff.
As the Swinging Sixties leave the pit lane I’m delighted that
the first few cars include a Marcos, an Elan, a 240Z and a
TVR Tuscan, and I’m happier still when – no !- a Scimitar
GTE growls past and then I am sure all is right in the world
when 7.4 litres of Corvette rumbles past. Which sounds
even better in cubic inches, all four fifty four of them, hell
yeah. Dan Williamson and his Corvette just made it to the
grid in time after the team discovered a broken alternator
bolt on the way to the assembly area, in the opening laps
the ‘Vette is the star; starting some way down the grid it
simply monsters past the opposition down the straights. So
big was the speed differential that I heard that two drivers
got out of their cars to investigate why they had stopped. I
watch Dr John make Colin Chapman spin in his grave as the
Vitesse outbrakes an Elan but later I grimace as the driver’s
door snaps open after his pitstop. I guess that’s Triumph
build quality for you. Forty minutes passes in a pleasing blur
of pitstops, moves and countermoves.

More Tin Tops and Martin Addison looks just as quick and assured as
when I last saw him hurl the little Pug 106 GTI around Croft. And the
Simpsons’ blue 206 RC is simply flying past me at Deer Leap, who knew
a 206 could go so hard? This is one of my favourite viewing points at any
British circuit, and only at Cadwell can you get even closer. I notice that
car 888 , a Honda Civic, has some cross cultural thing going on as isn’t
it the Chinese, not the Japanese who revere the number? But no matter,
it’s yet another enthralling race, as was the 911 masterclass in the Future Classics.
But the highlight had to be the Gold Arts Magnificent Sevens. I watched
from the outside of Old Hall, and the last time I forgot to breathe for so
long from that viewpoint was watching a Formula 3 race featuring two
guys called Nico Hulkenberg and Daniel Ricciardo and I wonder whatever happened to them? Packs of elbows- out Sevens seem to be contesting every place and whilst they all look similar, the soundtrack is
deliciously diverse, as there’s everything from screaming bike engines to
racy K series and growly Duratecs. There’s locked brakes, kerb climbing,
under – over- and neutral steer going on, and as often as not from the
same car in the same corner. God knows how Mark and his cocommentator, Michael Cookson, manage to keep up with this mayhem.
There‘s more overtaking than there’s been in at least the last forty
seven Monaco Grands Prix, but the winner at Oulton doesn’t get to kiss
a princess on the podium. As it were .
Sadly, I had to leave for home before the Modern Classics and Pumas,
but the diversity of the entry I’d seen on track in qualifying promised
more entertainment before the fat lady sang. It was indeed a cracker,
with poleman Chalie Jackson having found one of his camshafts broken
in two, giving up his front row position to Michael Russell and his M3. A
race long battle took place between the maiden race winning M3 of
Russell, Barley and Simmen/Holyhead in their M3’s and the 911 RSR of
Dave Whelan and Aidan Farrell. An honourable mention goes to series
newcomers Benjamin Griffiths/Simon Sheridan who took 6th overall
despite a penalty.
Diversity is the strongest thread which ran through every facet of this
meeting, complemented by friendliness and accessibility. Trust me on
this, you guys in the CSCC are doing something very right and long may
you continue doing so. It’s been fun writing about you and thanks for
inviting me. I may be back ...
John Aston

